What did we learn? Closing ideas from conference attendees

• Military Pipelines – need greater understanding – continue to investigate if this is a problem at multiple military bases

• PIPA – Keep it going! IMPLEMENTATION!

• Damage Prevention – state by state – the Trust and Operators should push – One Call exemptions need to be examined as well

• PHMSA has good outreach – needs better understanding of the reality on the ground regarding how some operators operate.

• Public Outreach & Schools – School programs are a great way to educate the future and to get a message to trickle up to parents

• Better clarity and fairness with pipeline easements – Follow up by INGAA on landowner communication when problems with companies are identified. Liquid side of industry needs a similar commitment.

• New pipeline construction – better outreach & understanding of “the need”, how siting works, and actual construction - Where the line is between FERC & PHMSA, and how do they interface? Clarity on what government entities (if any) site liquid lines, and discussion of how it could be improved.

• Best practices when new pipelines are coming to a community – what should a community know early on?

• Get FERC / NEB attendance at next year’s conference

• Ideas for the new president and congress – How do we get them to pay attention to these issues?